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Introduction 
This report will define our vision for our project, Virtual Reality RPG Spoken Dialog System, 
which is a BSc final project at the Reykjavík University. We started out wanting to make a 
functional demo of an RPG  with the focus on NPC  interactions, including battle system. 1 2

After a meeting with our instructors we were advised to focus mainly on the Spoken Dialog 
System and making that kind of interaction with NPC’s feel as normal as possible in Virtual 
Reality. The functionality of this system is to take an input from the player spoken words 
converted to text which is then evaluated into an intent and returned as a token. This token 
is then used to decide the next state of the NPC, determine how the conversation is 
progressing and giving the correct response to user input.  

Goals 
Since all team members are enthusiasts about video games we wanted to make some kind 
of video game. The initial idea was to make an AI  for a monster which was hunting the 3

player. Then the idea expanded to make a virtual reality game with similar settings. We 
began to talk about open world for our player and a monster which evolved into make a 
virtual reality RPG game where there was a monster in our world. Although we stuck with 
the virtual reality platform our goals for this project changed quite a bit during the 
beginning of development. 

Initial goals 
In the beginning our goal was to make a virtual reality role playing game with the following 
features: 

● Fantasy adventure game with medieval type world setting 
● Have AI controlled enemies and NPCs  
● Players can get quests and solve puzzles 
● Focus on satisfying interactions with NPCs 
● Focus on satisfying movement control 

 

 

1 Role playing game 
2 Non-player character 
3 Artificial Intelligence 
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Goal refinement 
After the first meeting with our instructors for the project we were advised to shrink the 
scope a bit and perhaps keep the main focus on the interaction between player and NPCs. 
We decided to follow this advice and made prototype of a small town environment (that 
could later be part of a bigger RPG game) with few NPCs that you can communicate with, 
get few quests from and also have some basic interaction with objects that are related to 
the quests the NPCs give.  

After this meeting we refined our goals as we were no longer making a complete game, but 
a Spoken Dialog System for Virtual Reality RPG which focuses on the following: 

● Player should be able to communicate with NPCs with speech (speech recognition) 
● Evaluation of sentences into Tokens (Tokenizer) 
● Fitting Animations for NPC conversations 

These new goals should all help make the players experience during NPC conversations 
feel natural. 

Design 

Game description 
Our project is a virtual reality game designed for HTC vive where the player has just 
entered a small town in a medieval environment. The player begins by meeting a tutorial 
character who teaches the player how to play the game and gives the player the 
opportunity to change settings. When the player has learned the basics of the game he 
then moves on into the town which consists of various types of NPC that the player has to 
communicate with and solve quests. 

The theme we were aiming for was a fantasy adventure  game with a medieval type world 
setting. The dynamics of the game is an open world rpg game. Where the mechanics are AI 
controlled enemies and NPCs with the possibility of having problem solving puzzles 
included. The main focus is on interaction with NPC using speech recognition. 

 

Environment 
Because the idea was to make as realistic conversation with an NPC as possible we wanted 
the environment to look real as well. The following picture shows the small town we 
created (figure 1). There is a fence around the town so that the player can not leave. The 
environment contains of trees, grass  rocks, houses and a cave with a strange creature in it. 
We mainly used Unity Standard Assets (“Standard Assets.”, 2017) for the environment. We 
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used Rocky Hills Environment 
(Fredson, “Rocky Hills Environment - 
Light Pack.”, 2017) for rocks and 
cliffs. The sky we got from Skybox 
(“Skybox.”, 2017). All items in the 
game come from Mega Fantasy 
Props Pack (Karbowiak, (“Mega 
Fantasy Props Pack.”, 2017) 
including the houses we used. We 
got the lanterns from Modular 
Medieval lanterns (“Modular 
Medieval Lanterns.”, 2017).  

The environment did not change 
much over the development period. The only changes we did was only because graphics in 
virtual reality behave different than in non VR environment. For example the trees and the 
grass moved along with the players head movement. We fixed this problem by adding new 
trees and made the grass much smaller. We also made minor changes to the town to make 
it more detailed and interesting.  

Characters 
 
 
 

We started by using characters from mixamo, we used it while we were building the system 
but soon realized that it did not fit our game mainly because lipsync did not work with the 
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models. These are the NPCs in our game. Each character has it own dialog with its own 
special purpose, you can go through each dialog in many possible ways. There are those 
who just want to talk and there are those who need your help. We got the models (male 
model (“MCS Male.”, 2017), female (“MCS Female.”, 2017), elf model (“MCS Male: Wood Elf 
Scout.”, 2017) and male and female model bundle( “MCS Male and Female: RPG Elf 
Bundle.”, 2017)) from Morph 3D. We used LipSync Pro (“LipSync Pro by Rogo Digital.”, 2017) 
for lip synchronization and eye controller. We used a coin from Medieval gold (“Medieval 
Gold.”). We used animation both from Mixamo (“Mixamo.”, 2017) and Free Preview of 
Animations RPG - Human(“FREE Preview of Animations for RPG - Human.”, 2017)  
 
Teleport point 

One of many obstacles we faced was to find a way to approach NPC’s. For inexperienced 
game developer this was challenging. We had to find away to let the player know he was 
suppose to talk to an NPC without accidentally moving too near the NPC.  We found a 
teleport point which is a part of steamvr asset. First we had a teleport in front of the NPC so 
that the player had to click on the teleport point to 
spawn there and activate a conversation. The 
problem with our first version was that the point 
was small and did not indicate enough that the 
player was suppose to point to it to start a 
conversation. In the second version the teleport 
point was bigger and was positioned at the NPC. 
This was way better approach than before, the 
user was much likelier to get to his destination. In 
the third and last version our instructor told us 
about Proxemics. Proxemics is the study of human 
use of space and the effects that population 
density has on behaviour, communication, and 
social Interaction. (“Proxemics.”, 2017) (figure 2) 
This gave us the idea how our teleport point 
should look like. We made the teleport point as big 
as the social space in, we added a arrow indicator 
that implies where the player will stand when a 
conversation starts. (figure 3)   

Subtitle   
Once again we were challenged. This was not 
something we considered to be a problem at the 
beginning of the project. The idea was to 
implement a subtitle system so that the player 
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could see both what the NPC said and what the player answered. 

At first we had the subtitle above the NPC so the player had to look above the NPC to see 
the subtitle. The problem was that the player payed more attention to the subtitle than the 
animation or lipsync of the NPC. Our solution was to position the subtitle below the NPC. 
This way the player is more likely to see both the subtitle and the face of the NPC. We 
added another approach to this problem by adding a option to disable the subtitle. 

Speech recognition and evaluation 
Speech recognition is going to play a major role in our game. We did a fair bit of research 
on the subject before deciding on a technology we were going to use. We soon found out 
other Unity game developers were mainly using two solutions in speech recognition with 
Unity.  We decided to use Cortana, a Microsoft Windows built in voice recognizing system to 
handle voice input from players. Another possibility was a voice recognition system by 
Google, but as we looked more into it, we saw that people were having positive experience 
using Cortana and that it was somehow more easy to adapt into a Unity project running on 
the Windows 10 operating system. 

Speech recognition pretty much worked out of the box using Cortana on Windows 10. Now 
we faced another problem, which is to evaluate and make decisions based on the results 
from the speech recognizer. Hannes pointed us in the direction to use some sort of a token 
system to go with the Finite State Machine we are using to handle different states in the 
NPC Dialog System. First we made a tokenizer that matched words or complete sentences 
in the user reply when talking to an NPC. This left us with the problem we have to figure 
out and predict every possible way a user will, for example, greet the NPC. In the first 
usability testing  we saw that this approach was not very good so we had to look for 
something better to handle user input. 

We got better results using a Trie in the tokenizer but were still faced with the task of 
predicting how users will be speaking to our NPC’s. So we did some more research on this 
topic and found a solution in LUIS (Language Understanding Intelligent Service). This is a 
free service  that draws on technology for interactive machine learning & language 
understanding from Microsoft Research and Bing. Now we had to import the 
conversational domain for all the NPCs into LUIS. We give LUIS a few utterances for each 
Intent (token) we want it to return, describing the most basic instances for each intent. LUIS 
then can be trained to handle differently worded utterances which are suppose to yield the 
same intent. Furthermore we can assign entities to the intents to make decisions based on 
unique entities in the sentence. Early on we were facing the problem of LUIS using 
functionality supported in .NET framework 4.x while Unity is still on .NET 3.5. Fortunately 
we managed to make use of the built in Unity Networking libraries (with some tweaking)  to 
make HTTP queries to the LUIS API. 
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System Design   
When a player enters a dialog zone the dialog system for the NPC triggers. The NPC starts 
for instance by greeting the player and then waits for the player to return a greeting back. 
When the NPC starts waiting for a response he starts recording everything the player says. 
The VoiceToText class we implemented takes care of recording what the player says 
through Dictation Recognizer which is a portal to Windows Cortana through Unity3d. After 
the player is done speaking, Dictation Recognizer signals a timeout and we send back what 
the player said as a string to the Tokenizer. There we parse the string looking for 
predefined patterns we need to change between states in the FSM and keep the 
conversation flowing. In our previous version of evaluating the players intent we made a 
Trie from previously anticipated keywords, but we later connected our Tokenizer to LUIS 
(Language Understanding Intelligent Service), which is an actively learning agent made by 
Microsoft, that we need to adjust to our Dialog system. We believe this has greatly 
increased the flow in conversations, and therefore improves user experience.   

Every NPC will need to have an NPC Dialog component which inherits our NPC Dialog 
Controller component. There you can add any specialized features for individual NPC while 
the necessary functionality happens in the inherited Dialog Controller Component. 

After receiving the voice input from the player as a string, The Dialog Controller Component 
sends the string to our Tokenizer class which evaluates the string with the use of LUIS and 
sends it back as an appropriate Token. After the Token is received the Conversation Service 
singleton class is notified to update his current Token member variable.  

The Conversation Service works as a buffer between the Dialog Controller Components and 
our finite state machine. After receiving the token the state machine detects it and 
evaluates it with its current state result tokens. When the token is received the state 
machine will change state and update the Conversation service audio and subtitle 
variables. Then it notifies the one who’s turn it is to speak next, who then can fetch the 
newly updated audio to play for the player or if its the player turn, send the players 
evaluated tokens to the conversation Service. 

This process gets repeated back and forth until the NPC reaches its end state. A class 
diagram for the system is on next page.   
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Usability test 
To ensure the quality of the product we wanted to test surden aspects of our game to have 
the opportunity to improve it. In the beginning of the project we made a release plan to 
know when we were suppose to test. In these test we focused on the player's experience 
playing our game and tried to get as much feedback as we could.  

Release plan 
 

VR-RPG Release plan 

 
What to release for 
testing 

When  How  Result 

1 

Movement system, 
parabolic teleportation 
and locomotion 
movement system where 
player moves remotes 
up and down to move 
forward 

22/9/2017  We got two people to test 
two types of movement 
system at the university 

See result below (First test) 

2 

Movement system, basic 
conversation with npc 

20/10/2017  Get people to test the game 
and see how they respond to 
the dialog system and also 
see how they move around in 
the environment. We will use 
a think aloud method while 
testing. 

See result below (Second 
test) 

3 

Movement System, 
conversation with npc, 
Storyline and interaction 
with objects 

4/5/2017  Usability test where we want 
to see how testers behave in 
the environment with as little 
information as possible 
before hand 

See result below(third test) 

 

 

Tests 
Every game needs a number of tests to function the way the user wants. In order to ensure 
better quality we decided to test our product. Initially we wanted to test 4 times but just 
had time for 3 tests. All of the tests took place at the virtual reality room, Black hole in 
CADIA. We tried to get as diverse group of people as possible to get the right feedback from 
different user groups.  
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First test 

In the beginning of the project when we had no experience in VR we wanted to check 
different types of movement system because we thought the teleport system did not fit our 
game. Moving in virtual reality is a huge concern because of motion sickness which occurs 
because of lack of coordination between eyes and body and also when frames drop 
in-game. We explored two options, Teleportation by SteamVR (“SteamVR Plugin.”, 2017), 
which seems to be the VR community standard. We also tried hand movement controls we 
found after some research, called Arm swinger (ArmSwinger,  2016).  

We got two people to test a simple environment to find out what movement system was 
suitable for a role playing game. The Arm swinger system was something we were excited 
about because it felt more natural. We got two subjects to test the sample, one had no 
experience with VR and the other had a lot of experience The first subject felt motion 
sickness right at the beginning and could not continue with the test. The second person felt 
motion sickness after a few seconds of gameplay.  

The result after watching these persons test the game we decided to use the teleport 
system. The risk of motion sickness is to high in a game like this.  

Second test 

In this test we wanted to test out our 
first working dialog system where the 
player could communicate with an NPC 
and that the player could finish a whole 
conversation with the NPC. There was 
one NPC in the game who had either a 
riddle or a joke for the player. This test 
was more formal than the first one. We 
got 10 people to test the game, we 
started by explaining the purpose of the 
test, asked them to think aloud while 
playing and what we were hoping to 
accomplish with the test. After a few 
minutes of gameplay the player 
answered a survey. The response was 
beyond expectation (figure 5)  
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The test indicated that we had found a movement system that was working(figure 4).  We 
got a feedback from our instructor that the teleport point did not indicate enough that the 
player was going to talk to an NPC and we noticed it in the test but the test subjects 
answered otherwise(figure 4). We decided to find a solution and test it again. We asked if 
the player realised how to communicate with the NPC and got a positive feedback. We 
asked if the player thought the response time for an answer from the NPC was sufficient 
and got the feedback that the response time was too long and unnatural. We reduced the 
waiting time. The indicators above the NPC did not help the players know if the player was 
suppose to talk or listen. We will try to find more fitting indicators and test them again. We 
asked if the player felt that the animation for each state was fitting and got a good 
feedback but we noticed that the more experienced VR subjects  talked about while playing 
that some animations did not fit the conversation, we will find more animations to test. 
Last but not least all players enjoyed playing our small sample. 

Third test 

In the third test we wanted to test our improved product. In this sample we had two NPC’s, 
one with a basic quest. The player was suppose to talk to an old man who had lost his 
grandson in the woods. The old man asks the player if he can go and find his lost grandson. 
The player goes into the forest and finds the boy, but the boy doesn’t want to go home 
until the player finished a simple task for him.  
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This was again a think aloud test and after the player had finish the game he was asked to 
fill out a short survey. 10 people participated in the test. 

This time we gave us a little time to talk to the test subjects after the gameplay for a few 
minutes and got a lot of really good feedback. 

Once again we were really happy with the results. (figure 6) 

 
We improved the teleport point so that 
the point was larger and positioned at 
the center of the NPC rather than in 
front of him (figure 7). Almost all 
subjects found out soon how to start a 
dialog with an NPC. After a few 
feedback from the subjects we will 
make minor fixes to the teleport point. 
Once again people though the response 
time for an answer was too long. After 
improving the indicators and making 
them more noticeable the subjects 
knew when to speak or listen. We 
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improved the animations and made them 
more natural.  

We asked if the player would want a short 
tutorial in the beginning and got positive 
feedback.We implemented a basic 
interaction with objects to have some kind 
of task to complete. We also made some 
words in the subtitle colored to indicate 
that if the player says these words the 
NPC will talk more about these words. The 
result was that no one noticed them and 
that is why we want to make a tutorial. 

We got one really good feedback from a subject that we will look into. The position of the 
subtitle is not suitable for our game (figure 8). We are making a virtual reality game where 
we focus on as natural communications with NPC as possible. And the player’s attention is 
mainly on the subtitles that appear above him so the player does not notice any animation 
or the mouth movement of the NPC so the conversation is not natural at all. This problem 
may be affecting many aspect of the conversation.   

 

 

Setup 
This section lists different tools we used in the development of our project, as well as 
requirements for possible developers who might use this Spoken Dialog System in their 
game development. 

Development tools 
● Unity - version 2017.2.0f3 
● C# - version 3.0/3.5 .NET framework 
● Visual Code - version 1.18.1 
● Visual studio 2017 - version 15.2 
● Windows 10 
● Cortana - windows 10 
● LUIS - language understanding intelligent services 
● Github 
● Blender - version 2.79 
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Requirements 
● Unity 
● Windows 10 
● HTC Vive 

Planning 

Software development 
We will be using the scrum methodology as it helps the team deliver the most value in the 
shortest possible time. Scrum is committed to continually reassessing where the project is 
and where it is heading.  
  
The report contains the roles of members of the team, a description of the workflow that 
will be applied during this project as well as a description of scrum-sprints we will dividing 
the project into. This report will discuss the general description, goals, planning and 
execution of the project, which is our final project at the Reykjavik University. 

Roles 
Roles are a very important part of the scrum methodology. By giving team members 
certain roles, each member of the team will have a clearer sight on what they are supposed 
to do as well as limiting collisions that might otherwise happen during the project. 
 
Roles are as follows: 
  
Product owner: As this project is kind of our own (with some additions from our                             
instructor, Hannes Högni) we will not be having a formal project owner. The team will                             
handle the project owner’s responsibilities together and if there will ever be issues                         
regarding decisions not being unanimous we will simply vote for them and as we are a                               
team of 3 this will always give us a majority decision which we will then follow. 
 
Scrum master: We have elected Gísli Böðvar as our scrum master. His main role will be                               
handling most of the communications with our instructor Hannes, as well as removing all                           
obstacles so the team can focus on working on the project without interruptions. He will                             
also be handling overall scrum management  
 

As our team is fairly small, Gísli will be scrum master alongside participating in the general 
work on the project. His job as a scrum master will always precede other team duties but 
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we estimate his time on scrum management shouldn’t exceed 10% of the overall working 
hours expected from each team member. 
 

The team: Einir, Gísli Böðvar & Steingrímur Arnar 

Sprints 
Before each sprint, sprint planning will be held to estimate the upcoming sprint. We will 
check if the backlog is correctly prioritized and then select stories from the backlog into the 
sprint backlog. Stories will be divided into smaller tasks with the approximate duration. 

 

During the first 12 weeks of the semester we will be doing two week long sprints. During 
this time we’ll have three days a week the team will be working together on site at the 
CADIA labs. We will be starting the day with daily scrum, a meeting that shouldn’t take more 
than 15 minutes, where we talk about the progress of the project and organize the work 
that will be done that day. At the end of each day, the sprint backlog will be updated as 
needed. Based on the scope of the project and the ability of the team, we found two weeks 
a comfortable sprint duration, with a possibility of reduction to one week sprint in the last 3 
weeks of the project where we can focus all our time on this project. 

 

After each sprint, a sprint review is held where the team goes over the product of the 
sprint. That is followed by a sprint retrospective to review what went well and what could 
have gone better to improve on the workflow in upcoming sprints. 

Workflow, location and communications 
The team will have access to CADIA facilities, both in workspace at their offices in Reykjavik 
University as well as having access to the “Blackhole” - a virtual reality development 
goldmine, where we can test our project in VR environment such as the HTC Vive. 

 

We will be using trello to enforce scrum methodology into our project as we had a good 
experience with that in a game development course we took last semester. 

 

We will be having three days a week (Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays) where we all 
meet up and work together at the CADIA offices in Reykjavik University. We will also be 
working on the project at home when we have the time and will be using Slack and Google 
Hangouts for off-site communications. 
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We estimate that each of us will be able to work on coding about 14 hours a week for the 
first 12 weeks, and after the exams (the last 3 weeks) we will be spending as much time as 
will be needed to finish the project. 

System and workflow Design 
The source control we’ve chosen will be git stored on github.com. We’ve divided to two 
branches called production and development. The production branch (Master in following 
picture) will store a working copy of the product that will be available for testing, 
presentations, later releases. The development branch will store the project during sprints. 
Each programmer will branch from this branch for the topic (story) the programmer is 

going to work on. When the implementation of the topic is complete the branch is merged 
with the development branch. When we have agreed we have successfully added a new 
feature to the product or at the end of each sprint. We will merge the development branch 
with production branch, to store it as a working copy.   

The project will use the Unity3D game engine to create the game. We were hoping to be 
using the continuous integration build process to manage the workflow during 
development. We invested some time figuring out what CI tools were best suited for our 
team. We ended up deciding on using Unity cloud build that is easy to use but its main flaw 
is that we can experience long waiting time due to the fact we are not paying users. In the 
end we stopped using unity cloud build because of the waiting time, instead we decided to 
build ourselves.  

Risk planning 
With a risk analysis, the objective is to identify key risk factors that could follow our plan 
while working on the project and provide a response plan in case of these risk factors. 
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Risk factor Probabili
ty-effect 

How to prevent it Action responsi
bility 

Assignments in 
other classes 

5-4  Plan ahead, let team 
members know as soon as 
possible the date and the 
time the team member 
expects to spend on the 
assignment 

Talk together. Reschedule 
meetings if possible.  

Steingrímur 

HTC Vive VR 
equipment 
breaking down 

3-5  Handle equipment with 
care, hope others do too. 

Let Hannes know if 
equipment malfunctions / 
stops working ASAP so it 
can be fixed 

Einir 

Operating System 
Update disables 
functionality we 
rely on for the 
project 

3-5  As computers on RU 
network are set to install 
updates automatically 
there’s little we can do to 
prevent this. 

Talk to Hannes or IT 
department for possible fix 
for this (rollback?) 
Worst case reset the 
windows installation 

Steingrímur 

Faulty plan  4-3  Hard to prevent it for 
inexperienced 
programmers. Try to 
implement the plan as well 
as the team can in the 
beginning 

Make a working plan. Hold 
meetings to keep all team 
members up to date with 
how the plan is going and 
try to follow the plan as 
closely as possible. 

Gísli 

Limited access to 
“Blackhole” 

3-4  Schedule in advance.  Try to re-schedule as early 
as possible 

Einir 

Team member not 
available / sick / 
kids 

5-2  Not possible to prevent. 
Two team members have 
kids and anyone can get 
sick 

If a team member is 
unavailable, other team 
members have to inform 
him in all possible ways the 
progress of the sprint. If the 
team member is unavailable 
for a long period of time the 
rest of the team has to 
reorganize the sprint. 

 
 
Steingrímur 

Overvaluation of 
the team 
development speed 

3-3  Hard to prevent it for 
inexperienced 
programmers 

Reorganize the task and 
decide what to do about it. 
Move the task to the next 
sprint or try to finish it in 
this one. 

Gísli 

Product backlog 
grows for a 
necessary reason 

4-2  Hard to prevent it for 
inexperienced 
programmers,  

Try to design the game as 
well as we can in the 
beginning but if we need to 
add to the backlog, 
reorganize the sprint 

Gísli 

Waiting time for 
unity cloud build 

3-1  Hard to prevent, try not to 
push a broken code. Start 
build manually 

Try to coordinate better 
when to start build.  

Einir 
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Lack of workplace  1-2   Decide in advance where 
to the team is going to 
work, whether to work at 
the university or at home.  

find a place in the shortest 
possible time. 

Steingrímur 

Team disagree with 
functionally of a 
task 

2-1  Reach a compromise. Talk 
together and come to 
agreement about the task 

There are 3 team members 
so vote  if needed. Talk 
together about the vote to 
keep the moral as good as 
possible. 

Steingrímur 

Computer breaks 
down 

1-1  Hard to prevent a computer 
to break down. We are 
using github, so nothing is 
only stored on the 
computer but the task the 
team member is working 
on. Try to push on dev 
branch as often as possible 

Fix the computer, get the 
latest version from github 
and start again on the task 

Einir 

 

 

Development 
The morale of the team was very good throughout the semester and workload distribution 
was fair. We decided to use the SCRUM methodology in the development of this project. 
We followed through with most of the workflow included in the SCRUM framework and all 
thought this helped us greatly staying organized during development. As none of us are 
experienced game developers we knew this was going to be a great challenge, but also 
knew this was something we would all greatly benefit from doing through gathered 
experience and working as a team. Although other courses put some stress on the group at 
certain times during the semester we do think we managed to keep pace in the 
development.  

Of course the development wasn’t flawless and we needed to make compromises when 
needed. Sometimes we overestimated the time we thought we could put into the project 
during the first twelve weeks where we had to tend other courses as well.  

Integration of Speech Recognition went really well, and surprised us all by how easy this is 
to use with Unity’s built in library to use with Cortana on Windows 10. Then we 
implemented the Tokenizer class to handle the player input from Cortana. We made 3 
different versions of the Tokenizer throughout the development phase, and ended up with 
LUIS which was by far the best solution. But it came with one downside, the provided code 
from the Documentation relied on HTTP libraries only available in .NET 4.5, and Unity is still 
using .NET 3.5. We managed to work around that using Unity Networking libraries. We 
decided to use the built in Animator to serve as a State machine for the NPCs and although 
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we had a few hiccups we got it working as we wanted to. We then made a Conversation 
Service class that served as buffer between the Dialog Controller and the Tokenizer. Overall 
the coding went pretty well but we of course needed to gather knowledge from time to 
time  of the various things we were trying to do, which most of the time we had never done 
before. 

Of course there is always room for improvements of this project but overall we are 
satisfied with the results. 

Conclusion 
This project has given us invaluable experience, both in the form of game design and 
development experience and how it is to work on a big project in a group. It has taught us 
how important it is to be organized both when it comes to time management, and 
versioning of the code base. Looking back it is always possible to point out something that 
could have gone better, like how we could better have scheduled our time during big 
projects in other courses, which set us back quite a bit on the sprint burndown chart. But 
as the time went on, and especially the last three weeks, we really put in the hours as we 
now had all the time in the world, and got up to par on the product backlog. We were all a 
bit over the estimated time spent on this project, which is to be expected as we were not 
very experienced in the field of game development. That being said we’re very proud of the 
outcome of our project, and we believe this Dialog System can be valuable to other game 
developers who are developing a Role Playing Game in Virtual Reality. 
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Appendix 
Timesheet 

Here is a link to our timesheet. It consists of a detailed work diary where we list the time 
spent on the project for each member as well as a short description of the job they were 
working on any given time. 

Total time 

Einir Einisson - 319,5 hours 

Gísli Böðvar Guðmundsson - 335,5 

Steingrímur Arnar Jónsson - 334,75 

 

Estimated velocity 

The team contains three persons that are able to work directly on implementation and 
testing for about 90 hours combined per sprint. This we call the team capacity for each 
sprint which is needed to calculate the team's velocity.   

By estimating the velocity of the project we used the forecast method. We divided each 
story into tasks and estimated how long each one would take. We then selected the top 
priority stories that are within the time capacity of the sprint (90 hours) for our next sprint. 
The total sum of the estimated hours are divided by the number of story points gathered 
from the planning poker (23 story points) for those selected stories. This gave us a time 
estimation each story point should take.   

● Story points: 23 

● Team capacity: 90 

● Estimated hours per point: (90 hours)/(23 points) = 3,91 hours/point 

Estimated velocity is therefor 23 points per sprint 

 

 

Product backlog 

The user stories in the product backlog here below describe how different user groups 
behave around features of the game. The coverage of each story is given story points that 
have been concluded by the process of “planning poker”. Each story is prioritized and then 
the product backlog is sorted by their priority status. We then choose the top prioritized 
stories for the first sprint until we reached the capacity of the sprint.   
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  Finished in sprint 

 
Working on in 
current sprint 

 
Not finished in 
sprint 

 
 
 

VR-RPG Backlog 

Story  Nr  Tasks 

Tim
e 

Story 
points 

Sprint 
# 

As a player I want to be able to move 
around in the world 

1  Making basic environment  8 

4 

Sprint 
1 

2  Implement a basic movement system  4 

3  Test the movement system  4 

As a storyline player I want to have 
fitting NPC's 

4  Implement a basic NPC structure  16 

8 
5  Find cool npc's model  4 

6  Create/import npc's animations  8 

7  Test npc  4 

As a storyline player I can 
communicate with NPC's 

8  Implement basic npc response  16 

8 9  Implement basic UI for response  10 

10  Test npc response  16 

As a storyline player I can 
communicate with NPC's 

11  Implement more advanced NPC response  20 

10 

Sprint 
2 

12  Implement more affordable responsive UI  12 

13  Test npc response  18 

As a player I want to talk to NPC's 
14 

Get Cordana voice recognition working 
with Unity  30 

10 15  Implement basic UI subtitles system  5 

16  Create texts and recordings for npc's  5 

As a player I want to talk to NPC's 

17  Implement token system  12 

14 Sprint 
3 

18  Implement voice activation for npc.  16 

19  Have subtitles for players voice  5 

20  Implement basic UI subtitles system  10 

21  Npc indicates that he is listening  12 
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As a storyline player I can interact with 
objects and npc's in our world 

22  Have many sub state machines  12 

8 23  Implement more affordable responsive UI  16 

24 
Set VR teleportation and telport points for 
environment  5 

As a storyline player I want to have 
fitting NPC's 

25  Get new model working in our world.  12 

11 

Sprint 
4 

26  Get head look controller to work  16 

27  Have fitting animation for state  16 

As a user I want my product to be 
tested before I use it 

28  Preperation, fixes and more  8 
5 

29  user testing in blackhole  12 

As a player I want to talk to NPC's 

30  Npc indicates that he is listening  12 

7 31  Implement better Tokenizer Evaluator  16 

32  NPC mouth moves while he talks  16 

As a player I want to talk to NPC's 

33  NPC mouth moves while he talks  30  

Sprint 
5 

34 
Test token evaluator, discuss better 
methods.  8  

35 
Spawn on chat area after pressing npc 
dialog button.  12  

As a storyline player I want to have 
fitting NPC's 

36  Have fitting animation for state  20  

37  More advanced indicator for npc listening  12  

38 
Collider on npc so player can't get to close 
to npc  12  

As a player I want to be able to carry 
items 

39  Pick up item / hand over item  16 8 

40 
Find different items models and fitting 
stuff  16  

As a developer I want to create dialogs 
fast and easy  41  Create UI window to create dialogs  50  

As a player I want to talk to NPC's 

42  UsabilityTest - Fix Subitles and indicators  30   

Sprint 
6 

43 
UsabilityTest - Fix Teleportpoint and 
teleport  20   

44  Test token evaluator, with LUIS  50   

45  NPC mouth moves while he talks  30   

46  Improve states in FSM  30   

As a player I want to be able to move 
around in the world  47  UsabilityTest - Fix terrain  10 

 

As a player I want to have fitting NPC's  48  Have fitting animation for state  20   

As a player I want to have a fun 
environment 

49  Npc move around.  20   

50  Create tutorial npc  30   

51 
Create storyline & dialogs for npc & 
models  30   

52  Player can use more objects like bow  10   

53  subtitle on or off on tutorial guide  10   
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As a developer I want to create dialogs 
fast and easy  54  Create UI window to create dialogs  0 

 

As a player I want to be able to carry 
items  55  Pick up item / hand over item  10   

Further development on npc dialog 
system  56    200  45 

As a storyline player I would like to go 
on quests 

57  Quest UI  4 

8 58  Story  16   

59  Some kind of quest system  16   

 

Sprints  

Sprint 0 

The first weeks have been solely involved in organization work for the project. This is what 
has been done:  

 

● Find work environment for team  

● Estimate length of sprints 

● Setup a Continuous integration process. 

● Setup source control 

● Create workflow 

● Create product backlog 

● Setup time schedule 

● Create documents to handins 

● A lot of tutorials regarding unity3d 
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Sprint 1 

 

 
Sprint 1                       

User story  Tasks  Day 1  Day 2  Day 3  Day 4  Day 5  Day 6  Day 7  Day 8  Day 9 
Day 
10 

As a player I want 
to be able to 
move around in 
the world 

Create basic 
environment  8  8  8  8  0  0  0  0  0  0 

Implement a basic 
movement system  4  4  4  4  0  0  0  0  0  0 

Test the movement 
system  4  4  4  4  4  4  4  4  0  0 

As a storyline 
player I want to 
have a fitting NPC 

Find cool NPC model  4  4  4  4  4  0  0  0  0  0 

Implement a basic NPC 
structure  16  16  16  20  16  10  10  5  5  0 

Create / import 
animations for NPC  8  8  8  8  8  8  8  3  0  0 

Test NPC  4  4  4  4  4  4  4  4  4  4 

As a player I want 
to be able to 
communicate 
with NPC 

Implement basic NPC 
response  16  16  16  16  16  16  16  16  8  4 

Implement basic UI for 
response  10  10  10  10  10  10  10  10  10  0 

Test NPC response  16  16  16  16  16  16  16  16  16  16 

Estimated hours remaining in sprint:  90  90  90  94  78  68  68  58  43  24 
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Sprint 2 

 

 
Sprint 2    mið  fim  fös  mán  þriðj  mið  fim  fös  mán  þriðj 

User story  Tasks 
Day 
1 

Day 
2 

Day 
3 

Day 
4 

Day 
5 

Day 
6 

Day 
7 

Day 
8 

Day 
9 

Day 
10 

As a storyline 
player I can 
communicate with 
npc's 

Implement more advanced 
NPC response  20  20  20  20  20  20  20  18  14  0 

Implement more advanced 
UI for response  12  12  12  12  12  12  12  10  8  8 

Test NPC response  18  18  18  16  16  16  16  16  14  0 

As a player I want 
to talk to NPC's 

Get Google voice recognition 
working with Unity 

30  30  29  22  0  0  0  0  0  0 

Implement basic UI subtitles 
system  5  5  5  5  5  5  5  1  5  5 

Create texts and recording 
for NPC´s  5  5  5  5  5  5  5  5  2  0 

Create dialog FSM          20  15  15  10  0  0 

As a player I want 
to be able to move 
around in the 
world 

Improve existing movement 
system      12  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 

Estimated hours remaining in sprint:  90  90  101  80  78  73  73  60  43  13 
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Sprint 3 

 

 

Sprint 3  mið fim fös mán þriðj mið fim fös mán þriðj 

User story  Tasks  Day 1 
Day 
2 

Day 
3 

Day 
4 

Day 
5 

Day 
6 

Day 
7 

Day 
8 

Day 
9 

Day 
10 

As a player I want 
to talk to NPC's 

Implement voice activation 
for npc.  12  12  12  12  2  2  0  0  0  0 

Implement token system  16  16  16  16  16  2  0  0  0  0 

Have subtitles for players 
voice  5  5  5  5  5  5  5  5  2  0 

Implement basic UI subtitles 
system  10  10  10  10  10  10  10  10  2  0 

Npc indicates that he is 
listening  12  12  12  12  12  12  12  12  6  6 

As a player I can 
interact with 
objects and npc's in 
our world 

Have many sub state 
machines  12  12  12  12  12  12  12  10  12  0 

Set VR teleportation and 
telport points for 
environment 

5  5  5  5  5  2  2  2  2  0 

Implement more affordable 
responsive UI  16  16  16  16  16  16  15  15  15  0 

Estimated hours remaining in sprint:  88  88  88  88  78  61  56  54  39  6 
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Sprint 4 

 

 

Sprint 4  mið fim fös mán þriðj mið fim fös mán þriðj 

User story  Tasks 
Day 
1 

Day 
2 

Day 
3 

Day 
4 

Day 
5 

Day 
6 

Day 
7 

Day 
8 

Day 
9 

Day 
10 

As a player I want 
to talk to NPC's 

Implement better tokenizer 
evaluator        16  12  12  12  0  0  0 

Npc indicates that he is 
listening  12  12  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 

NPC mouth moves while he 
talks  16  16  16  16  16  16  16  8  8  8 

As a player I want 
to have fitting 
NPC's 

Get new model in our world  12  12  12  6  6  0  0  0  0  0 

Get head look controller 
working  16  16  16  16  16  16  16  0  0  0 

Have fitting animation for 
state  16  16  16  16  16  16  16  16  16  16 

User test 
Preparation, fixes and more  8  6  2  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 

user testing in blackhole  12  12  12  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 

Estimated hours remaining in sprint:  92  90  74  70  66  60  60  24  24  24 
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Sprint 5 

 

 

Sprint 5    mán  þriðj  miðv  fimt  fös  lau  sun 

User story  Tasks 
Day 
1 

Day 
2 

Day 
3 

Day 
4 

Day 
5 

Day 
6 

Day 
7 

As a player I want to talk to NPC's 

Test token evaluator, discuss 
better methods.  8  8  24  16  8  4  4 

Spawn on chat area after 
pressing npc dialog button.  12  12  12  12  12  0  0 

NPC mouth moves while he 
talks  30  30  0  0  0  0  0 

As a player I want to have fitting 
NPC's 

Have fitting animation for state  20  20  20  16  8  8  8 

More advanced indicator for 
npc listening  12  12  12  0  0  0  0 

Collider on npc sof player can't 
get to close  12  12  12  12  10  0  0 

As a player I want to be able to 
carry items 

Pick up item / hand over item  16  16  16  16  8  0  0 

Find different items models 
and fitting stuff  16  16  16  16  16  4  0 

As a developer I want to create 
dialogs fast and easy 

Create UI window to create 
dialogs  22  15  12  4  0  0  0 

Estimated hours remaining in sprint:  148  126  112  88  62  16  12 
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Sprint 6 

 

 

User story  Tasks 
Day 
1 

Day 
2 

Day 
3 

Day 
4 

Day 
5 

Day 
6 

Day 
7 

As a player I want to talk to NPC's 

Test token evaluator, discuss 
better methods.  8  8  24  16  8  4  4 

Spawn on chat area after 
pressing npc dialog button.  12  12  12  12  12  0  0 

NPC mouth moves while he 
talks  30  30  0  0  0  0  0 

As a player I want to have fitting 
NPC's 

Have fitting animation for state  20  20  20  16  8  8  8 

More advanced indicator for 
npc listening  12  12  12  0  0  0  0 

Collider on npc sof player can't 
get to close  12  12  12  12  10  0  0 

As a player I want to be able to 
carry items 

Pick up item / hand over item  16  16  16  16  8  0  0 

Find different items models 
and fitting stuff  16  16  16  16  16  4  0 

As a developer I want to create 
dialogs fast and easy 

Create UI window to create 
dialogs  22  15  12  4  0  0  0 

Estimated hours remaining in sprint:  148  126  112  88  62  16  12 
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